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aeri; ; Cay radiate heat at all tisines to the goods,
or goods Supporting tray or box, above it.
For certain kiln uses, in which relatively mod
3erate $edia&?&iZamua33 kilin temperatures are required,

The present invention comprises improve
Silents in continuous tunnel kilns.

A primary object of the present invention is

to provide a continuous tunnel kiln having two

Side by side goods passages, with separate walk

the heating elements may be of any usual or suit

5

able for 2, and in particular may be tubular conn
bustio2 2:hailab3rs of the general character now
extensively used in heating intermittent fur
Races of the renovable bell type. Our improved

ing beat as at the bottom of two passages and
means for giving said beans the movements
necessary for the interrittent advancement of
goods in opposite directions along the two goods
paSSages, and having Eleans for Supplying to a

central section of the kin, all, or the major por
tion, of the total anoint of heat, supplied to the
kiin, So that in each end section of the kiln,
heat Knay be transferred from the outgoing to the
incoring goods, Whereby the incorning goods are

kiln is Welli adapted, and of especial utility, for
use in firing porcelain and for other purposes
frequiriHg relatively nigh maximum kilin tenn
Cei'atullies, and for the maintenance of Sucil

321a2...inum tetiaperatures, we consider it desirable,
5

preheated, While the outgoing goods are cooied,

Pirio; continuous tunnel kilns include one type
provided with a single goods passage and with a
Walking bear at the bottom of the passage for
interzaitteniy advancing goods in one direction
harough the kin, and include another type hav
ing two side by Side passageways along which
gocds are (noved in opposite directions by corre
Sponding trains of kiia cars. So far as we are
Ware, however, We are the first to provide a ki::
CO3 grising two side by Side goods passages aioling
Which goods are noved in opposite directions
by Walking beams at the bottons of the respec
tive paSSages. Tine liSe of Walking beans iG
Eleve goods alcng the two passages in opposite
directions, has a nursaber of advantages, includ
ing a 'eduction in the kin heat, losses, a reduc
?io in kila coastruction and operating cošts, and
the poSSlibility of Supplying heat at the bottons
of the goods passageways, by desirable kiln heat
irag sileans not, usable in kins through which
goods are Sloved on in cars.

y

A further gain object of the invention is to
provide improved kiln heating means, adapted
to Supply sufficient heat to the goods from be
neath the latter, so as to thereby avoid the tend
ency, experienced in the operation of most, ex
isiting continuous tunnel kilns, to the undesirable
Saintenance of lower temperatures at the bot
toils, than at the tops of the goods inasses or
colurians, moyed through the kiln chaºmber. Our

ingroved kiln heating ineans comprise heating

eleinents located belov7 the botton of the goods
paSSage or paSSages and each extending trans

versely of the kiln structure through an opening
tory body portion of each kiln Walking bearra.
Pireferably, each of Said chanbei's is oper at its

or chamber formed for the purpose in the refrac

2nd indeed practically necessary, to employ heat
iing eles (i.ents of the electric resistor type. For

SO13 e LSes, the electric heating elements may
COX prise the Sp8ciai Silicon carbide resistors
known as 'globars.' for use in firing porcelain

2. 5

and analogous high te:alperature operations,
however, "We consider it desirable to use heating
elegalets of a type now known, in which each
heating element co: inprises a resistor body in
the for in of an elongated rod of graphite, graph
ite end Zhenbers connected to the ends of the
resistor body and Substantially larger in diame
ter than Said body and a tube of silicon carbide

Surrounding the end (neinbers and resistor body,
and in the ends of which the resistor end mem
bers fit Snugly. Surthermore, in accordance
With a lethod now known to the art, we advan
tageousy pass gas into the Space which Sun'i"Ouilds the resistor body of each heating element
to thereby seal joints or cracks in the heating ele

ment, to protect the latter against oxidation.
tieretofore, So far as we are aware, electric

heated kilns had been used in firing ceramics
Only to a Sinall extent, and at relatively low ten
perature, Such as those employed in certain deco
rative processes, and in kilns, such as those in

which the goods are moved through the kiln
chamber on a roller hearth or by conveying
ineans including work Supporting parts extend
ing through a slot. in the kiln chamber roof, so
45 as to make it possible to locate electric heating

elements below the ware, while at the same time
avoiding the necessity of heating up large masses
of refractory Ware supporting material, such as
refractory bodies of ordinary kiln cars.
According to our information and belief, the
kiln disclosed and claimed herein is the first
practical kiln adapted for use in firing ceramics
at the relatively high temperatures of 26000 F.
of So, required in the production of porcelain and

upper side so that the corresponding heating ele- 55 certain other ceramic products, we believe, also,

2
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our kiln is the first comprising refractory ware

of passageway b, are respectively alongside the
cooling and preheating sections B and B of
passageway B, so that as goods are moved in
opposite directions along the goods passageways
B and b, heat is transferred to the goods passing
through and preheated in the preheating section
of each passageway, by goods which are passing

supporting means beneath the ware, and Com

prising heating elements also located below the
Ware, but so aSSociated With the refractory Ware
Supporting means as to avoid the necessity for
highly heating large Ware supporting masses of
refractory material.
A further object of the invention is to provide
our improved kiln With provisions whereby at
moSpheric conditions in the kiln can be con
trolled, and different atmospheric conditions can
be maintained, when necessary, in different lon
gitudinal Sections of the kiln, so that in firing
porcelain, for example, the kiln atmosphere may
be oxidizing in the end portions of the kiln, and
reducing in the central high temperature portion

0.

5

simple and effective means for giving the two
?

slot A, which is somewhat narrower than the
goods passageway above it, and there are kiln
bottom Wall portions or ledges A and A at

the inner and outer sides, respectively, of each

slot A. The slot A beneath the passageway B
receives a walking beam structure D for inter
mittently advancing Work Supporting trays or

of the kiln.

A further object of the invention is to provide
Walking beams their movements.

through the cooling section of the other passage
At the bottom of each goods passageway, the
kiln structure is formed with a corresponding
way and are thereby COOled.

20

boxes C, along the paSSageWay B from its en
trance to its exit end, and the slot A beneath

-The
various features of novelty which char
the passageway b receives a walking beam struc
acterize our invention are pointed out with par
ture d, which may be identical with the struc
ticularity in the claims annexed to and forming
ture D, and is employed to intermittently ad
a part of this specification. For a better under
vance the set of goods supporting members C
standing of the invention, however, its advan
tages, and Specific objects attained with its use, 25 in the passageway b, from the entrance to the
exit end of the latter. The said bottom wall
reference should be had to the accompanying
portions A and A at the sides of each slot A
drawings and descriptive matter in which We
shoulders or ledges which during recurring
have illustrated and described a preferred em . form
periods in the kiln operation support the edges.
bodiment of the invention.
30 of the work supporting trays or boxes C extend
Of the drawings:
ing across the slot.
Fig. 1 is a somewhat diagrammatic sectional
As shown, each Walking beam comprises a body
plan of a kiln;
portion, formed of blocks or bodies of refractory
Figs, 2 and 3 are longitudinal sectional eleva tions through central and end portions of the 35 and heat insulating materials, specially shaped
in accordance with the present invention, to pro
kiln, respectively taken on the line 2-2 and
vide passages or chambers D’ through which
on the line 3-3 of Fig. 1;
heating elements I, extend, as hereinafter de
Fig. 4 is a transverse Section through the kiln
scribed. Said blocks or bodies are supported
Om the line 4- of Fig. 2;
on a heavy channel bar D3 forming a bottom
Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic sectional plan of a
sill or base portion of the beam. As shown, also,
portion of a kiln including a modified form of 40 the
refractory side Walls of the kiln structure
electrical heating means;
are supported on longitudinally extending me
Fig. 6 is a partial sectional elevation, taken
tallic beam members E, and the refractory cen
similarly to Fig. 4, illustrating the use of fuel tral
pier A separating the two bottom wall
burning kiln heating elements;
45 slots A, is Supported by a series of metallic beam
Fig. 7 is a fragmentary sectional elevation,
or pier members E'. The members E' and E'
taken similarly to Fig. 4 of a kiln in which an
are Supported in turn on transverse beams E
electric heating resistor is mounted in and shares
resting om longitudinally extending pier por
the movements of a walking beam;
tions E4 of the masonry kilm foundation. The
Fig. 8 is a horizontal lection on the line 8-3 50 space
between the beams E and above their lower
of Fig. 7; and
edges, is Sealed against communication with the
Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic plan view of a kiln
external atmosphere by means including a seal
of modified form.
ing plate Eº interposed between the beams E2
The kiln structure A shown in the drawings,
is formed with two elongated side by side goods 55 and the superposed beams E and E'.
Each walking beam is moved at alternate in
passageways B and b, which may be, and are tervals,
the frequency of which varies with the
shown as in free communication at their adja
rate at which the goods are moved through the
cent sides along the entire length of the kiln kiln,
between a lower position and an upper
structure, except for a short portion adjacent position.
In its lower position shown in Fig. 3,
each end of the structure, at which the pas 80 each walking
is below and out of engage
sageways are separated by a central vertical par ment with thebeam
corresponding set of trays C above
tition wall A'. The goods passageway 8 Com
it, which then rest on the adjacent bottom wall
lprises a central high temperature portion be
portions
or ledges A and A. In its upper posi
tween preheating and cooling end sections B'
the upper edge of each beam is above the
and B2, respectively extending to the entrance 65 tion,
botton wall portions A3 and A, and supports
and exit ends of the passageway from the adja the
set of trays C, the weight of
cent ends of the high temperature section. The whichcorresponding
is transferred from the corresponding
sections B and B2 are shown as of equal length
bottom wall portions A and A to the beam on
and normally, each is longer than the central each
up movement of the beam, and is trans
high temperature section. The goods passage 70
ferred back from the beam to said bottom wall,
way b comprises a central high temperature Sec portions,
on each down movement of the beam.
tion, a preheating end Section b', and a cooling While each
beam is in its elevated position, it
end section b'2, respectively, similar to the cen is noved longitudinally
of the kiln chamber in
tral and end sections B' and B of the passage B.

The preheating and cooling sections b' and b

75

the direction to advance the trays then sup
ported by the beam, toward the discharge end
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stages or sections, one at the beginning and one joints of carbon liberated from the gas by a
at the end of the cycle, and each of a length equal cracking action. The carbon thus cracked out
to half the length of the opposite goods advancing of
the gas and deposited in the cracks or joints,
horizontal movement of the beam.
only seals the cracks or joints, but also forms
In the kiln structure shown in Figs. 1-4, heat 5 anot
good
and electrical conducting bond
is supplied to the central high temperature por betweenmechanical
the opposing walls of the cracks and
tion of each goods passageway by lower and lip
joints. While hydrocarbon gas is being supplied
per electric heating units and i. The heating to
the heating elements, the latter are protected
units I and may be identical in construction against
oxidation, and after the joints and cracks
but are differently disposed in the kiln structure. 10 are sealed,
the element space may be kept filled
he elements i extend transversely across the up
with
some
inert
as nitrogen, supplied through
par portions of both of the goods passageways, the passages 6gas,
and
I", thereby protecting the
and are distributed along the length of the cen
elements against oxidation.
tral high temperature portion of the kiln and heating
For many uses for which the kiln construction

have their ends supported in the side walls of the

kiln structure. The lower heating units

are

similarly distributed along the length of the in
termediate high temperature portion of the kiln,

and also have their ends supported in the side
walls of the kiln structure, but are located at a
level below the floor of the goods passageways

and extend through the previously mentioned
chambers or passages O' in the refractory body
portions of the walking beams, and through
chambers or passages. A formed in the central
botton wall pier portion A. The chambers D'
ordinarily are larger than the chambers Aso as
to provide suitable clearance between the chan

ber walls and stationary heating elements , in
ail positions of the beam. Each of the chambers
or passages O' and A is open at its upper side,
so that the elements I radiate heat at all times
against the underside of the work Supporting
slabs or occiy C.

In the preferred construction shown, the heat

ing elements I are of the character disclosed in
the O'Neil and Callahan Patent No. 94.793,
Feb. 20, 1934, each comprising a heating resistor
proper in the form of a rod I' of graphite having
its ends screwed into axial sockets formed in the
ends of graphite terminal bodies I, which are
substantially larger in diameter than the resistor
rod , and which have the latter terminal mem

bers secured to their outer ends. Each element
includes 8 tubular outer wall or shell I3 which
surrounds the graphite terminals I and rod I'

illustrated in Figs. 1-4 is especially adapted, the
kiln chamber will be provided at its ends with
doors, but the latter may oe of customary type
and therefore need not be described herein.

Under conditions of Operation making such
heating desirable, special heating means may be
provided to heat the goods moving through each
of the preheating sections 3' and b', toward the
central high temperature portion of the kiln.

For example, metallic electric resistor ribbons
may be disposed along the Outer vertical wall of
the preheating Section of each goods passage as

indicated in Big. 1. When conditions require,
also, the kiln may have Special cooling provisions,
which may comprise Vertical channels K in the
30 outer side wall of the cooling section of each
goods passage as shown in Fig. . . We have found,
however, in practical operation of one kiln of the
type and form shown in Figs. 1-4, employed in
firing ceramics, With a temperature of about
35 2600 in the central high temperature portion of
the kiln, that the heat transfer from the outgoing
to the incoming goods in each end portion of the
kiln is So effective, as to make special preheating
40 and cooling provisions unnecessary, and the chan
nels K of that kiln have been filled with suitable
refractory heat insulating material. When it is
desirable to cool the goods discharged from the
kilin to a lower temperature than is readily ob
tainable with the kiln shown in Figs. 1-4, we may
use, the Special kiln construction shown in Fig. 9.

In a kiln having the above described heating
of the element, and is formed of silicon carbide
provisions the kiln atmosphere is not con
or other suitable refractory material. The
taminated by the discharge, or leakage, of prod
graphite terminal bodies IP are of a diameter to
of combustion into the kiln chamber. In
fit snugly in and reinforce the ends of the tube lucts
consequence, it is readily feasible to accurately
I, which are anchored in the side walls of the
regulate kiln atmosphere conditions, and, in par
furnace Structure, the graphite terminal bodies
being ordinarily of a length substantially equal ticular, to avoid objectionable circulation of the
kiln atmosphere and to maintain an atmosphere
to the thickness of the furnace side walls. As
in
each kiln end portion which is different from
5
5
shown, each metallic terminal 4 is screwed into
that maintained in the central portion of the
the outer end of each graphite terminal body I.
kiln. To this end, the kiln shown in Figs. 1-4,
Ordinarily and as shown, each metallic terminal
comprises a nozzle I, adjacent each end of the
It is formed with a space 5 through which a
cooling fluid may be circulated to keep the tem kiln, which is shaped to discharge gas or air into
60 the kiln chamber, in a horizontal stream which
perature of the terminal suitably low.
As shown, a gas supply pipe I extends axially is directed toward the remote end of the kiln,
and is immediately beneath, and extends for sub
through each terminal part I, and is in com

stantially the full width of the kiln chamber roof.
and opening to the annular space 8 within the 65 introduced into the high temperature section of
the kiln chamber through inlets M in the ver
tube I and surrounding the resistor body I'.
By passing a hydrocarbon gas, for example, pro tical outer walls of the section. To prevent the
gaseous media passed into the kiln chamber
pane, into the space I of each heating element
through the corresponding passages I and I, through the nozzles L and inlets ML, from creat
during an initial operating period, joints or ing an excessive pressure in the kiln, we provide
the latter with vents N. The latter are so dis
cracks in the heating element may be sealed as
described in the patent of Gould No. 2,095,977,
tributed
that the kiln atmosphere circulation,
and particularly the longitudinal drift of the at
granted October 19, 1937. Such sealing action
results from the deposit within the cracks and 75 mosphere, may be controlled by adjustment of
Iunication at its inner end with a paSSage I

formed in the corresponding terminal body I?

A second kiln atmosphere control agent may be

covers or dampers O, associated with the vents N,

5
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tion of the walking beam within the high tem
perature portion of the kiln.
At each end, the resistor P is connected to a
vertical terminal rod or cable Q, shown in Fig.
as extending downward through the Walking beam.

By passing air into each of the kiln chambers

through the corresponding nozzle L, and pass
ing a Suitably reducing gas into the kiln cham
ber through the inlets M, and suitably regulating
the vents N, we have found it possible to con
tinuously maintain an oxidizing atmosphere in

structure into the space between the corre
sponding pair of track girders G'. As shown, the

each end portion of the kiln and a reducing at

mosphere in the central portion of the kiln, as is
needed for the production of high grade porcelain.
The heating elements extending through the
Walking beams or passages A may vary widely
in form and type. For example, a separate set of
heating elements IA may be provided for each
walking beam as shown in Fig. 5. Each element
IA comprises a casing body I10 of silicon carbide
or other refractory material, in the form of a flat
tened tube which is closed at the inner end of the
element. Mounted in the outer end of each cas
ing is a plug like part Ill of silicon carbide, Or

the like, formed with two side by side passages,
each receiving a corresponding graphite terminal

body I2. To the inner end of each terminal body
is secured the adjacent end of a corresponding,
resistor body or rod I13 of graphite, and at the
inner end of the element, the two bodies I3 are

connected by a heavy transverse graphite

body Il4.
In Fig. 6., We illustrate the use of fuel burning
kiln heating elements IB disposed in a kiln struc
ture of the type shown in FigS. i-4, in the same
general manner as the electrical heating elements
I are disposed in those figures. Each heating ele
ment IB comprises a tubular casing or body,
which may be a tube or pipe formed of metal in

Some cases, and in other cases of silicon carbide

or other refractory material. The ends of Said

tubular body are mounted in the portions of the
kiln structure at the outer sides of the two slots

A2. At one end, the element IB is provided with

a burner 20, shown as receiving fluid fuel and
combustion air through pipes 21 and 22, respec
tively. As the burner may be of conventional
type, it need not be further described than to
note that it is preferably so disposed in the ele

ment IB that combustion will be initiated at about

the plane of the outer wall of the adjacent slot
A. At its discharge end, each element IB is con
nected to an uprising pipe 23, through which
products of combustion leaving the heating ele
ment are passed to a stack, directly, or prefer
ably after passing through heat recovery means,

0.

upper portion of the terminal Q is surrounded by
a tubular body ol3 of suitable refractory insulat
ing material mounted in the walking beam struce
ture and having its upper end in the chamber
D10, and has a lower portion extending through
an opening formed for the purpose in the bot
tom channel bar C of the Walking beam. At its
lower end, the terminal Q is connected to the
inner end of a flexible copper cable R, which ex
tends outwardly through openings G0, and E10
in the adjacent girder members G' and E, into

engagement with a terminal end member R.'.

The latter is mounted in a disc El of insulat
ing material which closes the outer end of a
tubular inetal part, E11 secured to the Outer side
of the Vertical Web of the member and sur
rounding the corresponding aperture E0.
A resistor P formed of an alloy comprising 80
parts of nickel and 20 parts of chronium can

safely withstand a temperature of 2i.00 F. That
temperature is not high enough to produce the
maximum kiln chamber temperature needed in
firing hard porcelain, but is adapted to produce
the maximum kiln temperature needed for vari
ous industrial processes in which continuous tun
nel kilns may advantageously be employed.
The modified kiln arrangement AA illustrated
in Fig. 9, need not differ from that shown in Figs.
1-4, except in that at each end, the kiln structure
AA comprises a portion A20, enclosing a, dis
charge end portion of the corresponding goods
passage cooling section 82 or b, which extends
beyond the inlet end of the adjacent preheating
sections b', B', respectively. Each such cooling
section extension A0 of the kiln structure may
include special cooling provisions, which may take
any of the forms customarily enployed in the
goods cooling end of a continuous tunnel in
having a single kiln passage. With the arrange
ment, shown in Fig. 9, the temperatures to which
the outgoing goods are cooled prior to their dis

charge from the kiln is not limited by the need

which, in some cases, may serve to preheat the

for maintaining a temperature differential or
heat head between the entering and outgoing
goods, as is needed with the kiln shown in Figs.

to the two goods passages B and b of the kiln,

While in accordance with the provisions of the
statutes, we have illustrated and described the

air for combustion supplied through one or more
connections I22. To assure similar heat Supplies

heating elements B having their burner ends at
one side of the kiln, may alternate with heating
elements IE having their burner ends at the Op
posite side of the kin.

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate a modification in which
the refractory upper portion DA of a walking
beam D or d is formed with a longitudinal heater
chamber D10, in which is mounted an electrical
heating resistor P. The latter may be in the form
of a ribbon of a suitable metallic alloy, looped

about projections D12 at the upper sides of re
fractory supports 11 mounted in the lower por

tion of the heater chamber D10. In practice, the

supports D11 may be vertically disposed refractory
the projections D12 and intervening resistor re
ceiving notches. The chamber 10, which is more
or less open at its upper side, and the resistor
may extend allong the length of the entire por

slabs serrated at their upper edges to provide

1-4.

best, forms of embodiment of our invention now

known to us, it will be apparent to those skilled
in the art that changes may be made in the form
of the apparatus disclosed without departing from
the Spirit of Oui investion as set forth in the
appended claims and that in some cases certain

features of our invention may be used to advan

tage without a corresponding use of other fea
tures.

-

Having now described our invention, What We
claim as new and desire to secure by letters
Patent, is:
i. A continuous tunnel kiln comprising two side

by side goods pathways, a walking beam at the
bottom of each pathway adapted to move goods
along that pathway in a, direction opposite to
that at which the other beam moves goods along
the other pathway and having transverse pas
Sages through its central portion, and kill heat

6
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ing means adapted to maintain temperatures sub each slot and formed with transversely extending
stantially higher in the central section of the passages with which the first mentioned passages
kiln than in its end sections comprising a set of
in register in all positions of Said beams,
transverse stationary electrical heating elements are
means for giving said walking beams up and down

extending through said transverse paSSage.
2. A continuous tunnel kiln comprising two side

5

by side goods pathways, a goods advancing walk
ing beam at the bottom of each pathway, a com
mon means for raising and lowering the two
walking beams, separate means for giving each
walking beam longitudinal movements relative
to the other and to said lifting means, whereby
each walking beam is adapted to intermittently
advance goods along the corresponding pathway
in a direction opposite to that in which they are
advanced by the other bearn along the other
pathway, and kiln heating means adapted to
maintain temperatures substantially higher in

the central section of the lkiln. tha,a ia itS emdi
sections.

and horizontal to and fro movements, and heat
ing elements mounted in the kiln structure and
extending transversely of the latter each through
a passage in said pier portion and through the
registering passages in the two walking eams.
3. A continuous tunnel kiln formed with an

20

3. A continuous tunnel kiln comprising two
side by side goods pathways, a walking bean at
the bottom of each pathway, a connor a mecha
nism for raising and lowering the two beams,
separate means for giving each beam a longitudi 25
nal movement in One direction when raised and
a longitudinal movement in the reverse direction
when lowered, and kiln heating means adapted to
maintain temperatures substantially higher in

elongated kiln chamber and with a slot in the
bottom wall of the chamber, a Walking bear in
said slot comprising an upper portion of re
fractory material formed with a, plurality of
transverse passages distributed longitudinally of
the walking bean and each open at the upper
side of the latter and heating elements mounted
in the kiln structure and each extending through
one of said passages, and means for giving said
walking beam a cyclic set of movements including
an up movement, a longitudinal movement in One
direction, a down movement, and a longitudinal
movement in the opposite direction.
9. A continuous tunnel kiln formed with an

elongated kiln chamber and with a slot in the
bottom wall of the chamber, a Walking beam in
said slot and formed with a plurality of transverse
passages distributed longitudinally of the walking
beam,
heating elements mounted in the kiln
the central section of the kiln than in its end 30 structure
and extending through said passages,
sections.
and means for giving said Walking beam a cyclic
4. A continuous tunnel kiln comprising two set
of movements including a longitudinal nove
side by side goods pathways, a, Walking beam at
ment
in one direction, an up movement, a longi
the bottom of each pathway, a common mecha
tudinal movement in the opposite direction, a
inism for raising and lowering the two beams,
down movement and a longitudinal movement in
separate means for giving each beam a longi said
one direction, each of said longitudinal move
tudinal movement in one direction when raised ments in said One direction being approximately
and a longitudinal movement in. the reverse di half as long as each longitudinal movement in
rection when lowered and simultaneously with
the Opposite direction.
each such longitudinal movement giving the other 40 10. A continuous tunnel kiln comprising a kiln
bean a longitudinal movement in the opposite chamber and having a slot in the bottom wall of
direction, and kiln heating means adapted to the
chamber, a walking beam in Said slot having
maintain temperatures substantially higher in an upher
portion of refractory material formed
the central Section of the kiln than in its end
With transversely extending passages, means for
sections.
giving the beam up and down and longitudinal
5. A continuous tunnel kiln comprising two side to and fro movements, and horizontal electrical
by side goods pathways, a walking beam at the heating elements mounted in the kiln structure
bottom of each pathway, beam raising and lower
ing mechanism comprising a platform portion and extending transversely of the latter through

beneath and extending longitudinally of each
beam, Supporting rollers interposed between each

beam and the subjacent platform portion and
having horizontal axes transverse to the kiln,
and Separate means for giving each beam a longi

said passages.

50

11. In a continuous kiln of the walking beam
type for advancing a charge through a chamber

consisting of a preheating zone, a high tempera
ture Zone and a cooling zone, the combination
which comprises a plurality of transverse charge
tudinal movement in one direction when raised, Supporting members forming the bottom of the
and a longitudinal movement in the reverse direc
chamber; a vertically and horizontally recipro
tion when lowered, and kiln heating means Cating
charge advancing beam structure under
adapted to maintain temperatures substantially Said supporting
members with a plurality of
higher
in
the
central
section
of
the
kiln
than
in
transverse members adapted to lift and advance
its end sections.
Supporting members during a portion
6. A continuous tunnel kiln comprising a kiln 60 the charge
path of travel of said beam structure, and
chamber having a slot in its bottom wall, a aof the
plurality of transverse channels, extending
walking beam in said slot formed with trans through
said transverse members, below the
versely extending passages, means for giving the charge supporting
in the bottom of the
beam up and down and longitudinal to and fro 65 high temperature members
zone
defined
by the path of
movements, and horizontal heating elements travel of said transverse beam structure
mem
mounted in the kiln structure and extending bers; a plurality of transverse stationary exposed
transversely of the latter through said passages electrical
elements extending through
and adapted to be heated to a temperature in the top ofheating
the high temperature zone and sta
excess of 2,000° F.
7. A continuous tunnel kiln comprising an elon 70 tionary electrical heating elements extending

through said transverse channels below the
charge Supporting members in the bottom of the
high temperature zone to uniformly heat the
portion formed with transversely extending pas charge
on said charge supporting members in
sages, a walking beam in and substantially filling 75 said zone.
gated kiln chamber formed with two side by side
slots in its bottom wall separated by a central pier
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2,320,172
chambers, with said channels defined by the path
12. In a continuous tunnel kiln. Of the Walking
of travel of said transverse members of each beam

beam type having two chambers in each of which
is a preheating Zone, a high temperature ZOne and

a cooling zone, with the preheating zone of each
chamber adjacent to the cooling ZOne of the other
chamber, a combination which comprises, a plu
rality of transverse charge Supporting members
forming the bottom of each chamber; a vertically
and horizontally reciprocating charge advancing
beam structure under Said supporting nembers of
each chamber with a plurality of transverse mem
bers of each beam structure adapted to lift and
advance charge supporting members during a

structure under the high temperature Zone; and a
plurality of transverse stationary exposed elec
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trical heating elements positioned in the top of
the high temperature zone common to both cham
bers and Stationary electrical heating elements
extending through said transverse channels be
low the respective charge Supporting members
in the bottom of the high temperature Zone to

uniformly heat the charges on the respective

charge supporting members in said Zone.
13. A continuous tunnel kiln as Specified in
claim 1, comprising a set of transverse electric
portion of the path of travel of the respective
beam structure, and a plurality of transverse 15 heating elements above the goods pathways.
channels through both beam structures below
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the charge Supporting members in the bottom of
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the high temperature Zone common to both

